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Abstract: 
This is a project on Garbage Collection (GC), and memory management in general. 
It was prepared as a final project for a course in The Essential of Programming Language. 
It summaries both some issues that were learned and discussed in the course and other GC issues that weren’t learned 
in the course. It basically made out of three parts: 
 
1. Memory-management techniques. This part summaries the different approaches, algorithms, and concepts for 
Memory-management. It also compares some of them. It is only a quick glance into this huge subject, and included 
mainly to keep the project complete and self-contained, most of the subject in the first part are taken form a well-
known sources. 
 
2. Memory-management implementation. This part implements a simple GC to one of the language we developed in 
the course. It’s a simple implementation that relies on the  
concept we presented in the first part. 
 
3. Memory-management analysis. This part analyzing the implementation of the  
second part according to the grounds we laid in the first part.  
 
In the conclusion section I summaries some interesting, and unexpected thing I’ve learn  
during this project. 

 
Enjoy!  
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1 Memory management: Manual vs. Automatic 
In some systems or languages, it is up to the application program to manage all the bookkeeping details of 
allocating memory from the heap and freeing it when no longer required; this is known as manual memory 
management.  
In general manual memory management may be appropriate for small programs, but it does not scale well, 
nor does it encourage modular or object-oriented programming. 
 
Manual memory management is the native form of memory management; unless a special hardware is used 
the native assembler code must manage memory explicit. 
 
On the other hand higher levels of programmable interfaces can use automatic memory management, and 
today many languages have a built-in garbage collection and most others can be integrate with one. 
 
Most people believe that manual memory management inherently performs better than automatic memory 
management on the assumption that only the programmer knows when memory is not in use any more, 
therefore only the programmer could release its memory in the most optimal way, but as we will see 
through the project there are several problem with this assumption: first, in some algorithms the most 
optimal time to release a memory is not necessarily when the memory is not needed, second, in a modular 
environment each module is self contained and only knows the interface of the other modules, but through 
the interface it’s usually not possible (or desirable) to tell how the module handling inner memory, the main 
evidence to this problem is the well known problems of memory leaks and dangling pointers in a non-GC 
language, thus the programmer can only know whether the memory is used by some kind of a special 
tailored automatic memory management, but research [Zorn 92] has shown that special tailored collectors 
usually performs worse than off-the-shelf GC and it’s better to leave this job to the experts.  
 

1.1 Garbage Collection advantages 
Some of the reasons for having a GC are obvious, like most other feature of higher-level language, GC 
frees the programmer from the burden of managing the memory, but even this fact has major implications 
on software development:  
 
1.1.1 Program code is shorter 

It is known that in most cases the number of bugs relative to the number of lines of code is 
approximately constant, therefore since there is no need for memory management code, programs are 
shorter which implies less bugs. 
 

1.1.2 Faster development time  
Program errors that are caused by bad memory management are very hard to track and to solve, e.g. a 
correct program is a fine balance between de-allocating objects prematurely, while valid references 
still exist (dangling pointers), and dead objects not being de-allocated, leading to memory filling up 
with dead objects (memory leaks). 
These errors usually crash the program with no diagnostic message about the nature of the problem, 
and sometime can be very hard to reproduce.  
In automatic management they disappear completely. 
  

1.1.3 Better modularity 
In a well-scaled manual management system every allocated memory must be released so that the 
memory will not become over crowded.  
A simple rule that makes manual management easier is: free your own memory; if each module frees 
all the memory it allocates there will be no memory leaks. But usually modules must pass data between 
each other in order to interact; therefore in order to follow this rule, some data must be cloned so that 
each module will have it’s own copy, and this data will have to be updated when changes are made to 
one of the copies. This has negative implication on the modularity of the program, on memory/CPU 
performance, and makes the program harder to understand.  
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Automatic management, on the other hand, makes programs more modular; there is no problem in 
passing data between modules since the GC will collect it only when it is not used by any of them; it 
frees the programmer form these issue so that he could concentrate his effort on the real problem he is 
trying to solve.  

 
1.1.4 GC can trade memory for performance 

Another interesting point about the benefit of GC is that research [Appel 87] has shown that some 
algorithms can be made very cheap simply by increasing the available memory, and if enough memory 
is available it could be cheaper than manual management (since manual memory has to release the 
memory even when the memory is big enough for the program to run with out releasing any memory, 
while GC will not run at all in these cases), therefore these algorithms have a kind of dynamic 
adaptation to their environment, they can trade memory for performance according to the status of the 
running system.  
Therefore programs that are using these algorithms will automatically become faster as memory 
becomes cheaper.  

1.2 Garbage Collection disadvantages 
Like most other features of higher-level languages, GC also has a down side. 
The major problem with GC is overhead; both CPU time, and memory consumption increases.  
 
The effects of GC are hard to evaluate, though, because of the different factors, e.g. as explained in the 
previous section, a manual memory program is written in a different manner than one with a GC, these 
manual memory program has extra code, with it’s own overhead, that might create copies of object that 
were not necessary if the program was written with a GC in mind, thus inverting the same program to be 
garbage collected by simply making the ‘free’ calls a null calls, results in a program that inherits the flaws 
of the original program, thus most probably runs slower, even though a good, garbage collected, 
implementation might run faster.  
Further more by releasing the programmer form the burden of memory management, the programmer can 
focus on optimizing the real problem of the program (like bottlenecks, etc), which may result in a faster 
program.  

 
1.2.1 A simple implementation is not good enough 

A simple GC implementation is not suitable for a general-purpose language; most simple algorithms 
block the program while executing, which could cause undesirable pause to the system, some 
techniques were developed to solve this problem, like generational, and incremental GC, which have 
their own extra overhead. 
 

1.2.2 GC has bad locality of reference  
Most GC implementation interact very bad with the virtual memory mechanism; Most garbage 
collectors usually scan the memory to infer which variable is garbage, so that most of the memory is 
touched which causes the program to be trashing, hence the CPU and IO performance decreases. Some 
algorithms interact better than others but they usually have their own overhead and flaws. 
Though it could be argued that the problem is not in the GC but in the assumption of the virtual 
memory mechanism, that most programs have a good locality of reference. 
 

1.2.3 GC is not ideal for real-time 
In most GC algorithms the collection process can be arbitrary long and the system must halt waiting 
for the collection to end, thus might not be suitable for a hard real time systems, in this case it might be 
necessary to design a very well suited GC, which defeat the whole purposed of GC, that is freeing the 
programmer from memory management issue, but still other benefit of having a GC might still be 
worth the effort. 
 

1.2.4 GC estimated overhead 
Even though it is not exactly clear what the overhead of GC is, most researcher [Wilson] believe that, 
with a good GC implementation, the CPU consumption increase by 10% while memory increase by a 
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factor of 2, but these are only estimations that might be biased by the fact that these researches are 
studding and developing algorithms for automatic memory management. 
It should be clear though that the performance of the memory management (both manual and 
automatic) depends largely on the program; some programs might perform much better simply by 
using different algorithms [Zorn 92]. 

2 Basic GC concepts, techniques and algorithms 
Garbage Collection is the process of reclaiming previously allocated memory space that is no longer in 
used (dead memory); therefore we need a way to automatically identify dead memory (also known as 
garbage). 
 
Usually there isn’t such way, further more in some language we can reach any address in memory, even 
one we didn’t allocated, e.g. in C we can use pointer arithmetic to reference any address in memory. 
 
But we usually do have a way to approximate which memory is garbage, these techniques might mistake a 
dead data to be a live one, but they should never mistake a live data to be a dead one (except for rare cases 
where we can’t use any other technique (like in C), and then the programmer must be aware of it so that he 
could avoid creating scenario that could break the GC). 
 
Therefore we might have ”Floating Garbage”, i.e. garbage that doesn’t get reclaimed, any techniques 
should avoid letting too much garbage float. 
 
In general some techniques can operate better on specific type of programs while others operate better on 
different type of programs.   

2.1 Tracing garbage collection 
Tracing garbage collection is garbage collection based on reachability; it relies on the fact that if an object 
is not reachable, there is no way the mutator could ever access it, and therefore it cannot be alive. In each 
collection cycle, some or all of the objects are condemned and the graph is traced to find which of the 
condemned objects are reachable. Those that were not reachable may be reclaimed. 
Tracing is the process of following the graph from all roots to all reachable data. 

2.2 Reference counting 
Reference counting systems perform automatic memory management by keeping a count in each object, 
usually in a header, of how many references there are to the object. The mutator (i.e. the user code which 
mutate the memory) cannot access objects to which there are no references; they are therefore dead and 
may be reclaimed. 
 
The reference count is incremented for each new reference, and is decremented if a reference is 
overwritten, or if the referring object is recycled. If a reference count falls to zero, then the object is no 
longer required and can be recycled. 
 
2.2.1 Four main problems with simple reference counting 
 
- The reference count field usually has to have limited size, and the system therefore breaks down if the 
number of possible references to an object is unbounded. 
  
- Reference counting involves an operation on every modification of a pointer, which increases code size, 
increases demand for memory bandwidth, and since every time a reference count reaches zero all the object 
that are referenced by this object need to be updated it might cause a chain of reference decreases which 
decreases locality of reference and can have a serious performance penalty (especially in multi-threaded 
environments where reference count updates require synchronization);  
 
- Every object needs to be slightly larger in order to store the reference count. 
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- If any objects are part of a cyclic data structure then they will always have a non-zero reference count, and 
hence won't be reclaimed when they are dead.  
 
The fallowing figure illustrates garbage with non-zero reference counts, like we might often see in cyclic 
graphs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Reference counting advantages 
Reference counting has the advantage that it can reclaim objects promptly, and for this reason it is often 
used to reclaim non-cyclic data structures in file systems, databases and operating system kernels. When 
there is a possibility of cyclic data structures, reference counting is sometimes used together with a tracing 
garbage collector that runs infrequently. Such combinations are generally less efficient than using a tracing 
collector by itself, but the promptness of reference counting may be important. 
 
Pauses due to reference counting are typically fairly short, and it may be appropriate as a form of 
incremental garbage collection (a GC that can be preempted). But removing a single reference may cause 
the recycling of a large number of objects at once, so it is not suited to real-time systems where minimum 
pause times must be guaranteed. There are more complex variations of the technique that address this 
problem like deferring the collection of zeroed reference object. 
 
Reference counting is often used because it can be implemented without any support from the language or 
compiler. In C++ this can be encapsulated in a class, using a smart pointer. However, it would normally be 
more efficient to use a tracing garbage collector instead. The performance of reference counting can be 
improved substantially with compiler support, using refinements such as deferred reference counting. 

2.3 Root set 
A root set is the set of variable that the garbage collection uses to traverse the memory graph; the root-set is 
used to infer which variables are live ones and which are dead, so that all variables in the root-set are 
initially considered live, and any variable that is directly reachable form a live variable is also considered 
live, any other variables are thus considered dead. 
Typical roots are global variables, other static data, and the control stack. 
At the point when garbage collection occurs all globally visible variables of active procedures are 
considered live, and so are the local variables of any active procedures. The root set therefore consists of 
the global variables, local variables in the activation stack, and any registers used by active procedures. The 
running program could access heap objects directly reachable from any of these variables, so they must be 
preserved. In addition, since the program might traverse pointers from those objects to reach other objects, 
any object reachable from a live object is also live. Thus the set of live objects is simply the set of objects 
on any directed path of pointers from the roots. 
 
Garbage Collectors use a ‘live-ness’ criteria that is somewhat more conservative than those used by other 
systems, e.g. in an optimizing compiler, a value may be considered dead at the point that it can never be 
used again by the running program, as determined by control flow and data flow analysis. 
A garbage collector typically uses a simpler, less dynamic criterion, defined in terms of a root set and 
reachability from these roots.  
Any object that is not reachable from the root set is garbage, because there is no legal sequence of program 
actions that would allow the program to reach that object. Garbage objects therefore can't affect the future 
course of the computation, and their space may be safely reclaimed. 
 

RC=1

RC=1 RC=1
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2.4 Mark-and-Sweep 
Mark-sweep collection is a kind of tracing garbage collection that operates by marking reachable objects, 
then sweeping over memory and recycling objects that are unmarked (hence must be unreachable), putting 
them on a free list (a list of free memory cells). 
 
The mark phase follows reference chains to mark all reachable objects; the sweep phase performs a 
sequential (address-order) pass over memory to recycle all unmarked objects. A mark-sweep collector 
doesn't move objects. 
The following figure illustrates the mark & sweep phases: 
 
Before GC: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After Mark phase: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After Sweep phase: 
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2.4.1 Mark-sweep disadvantages 

1. You touch every spot in memory during the sweep phase of the algorithm. (In the mark 
phase, we only touch live memory, a cost that any reachability-based scheme will incur.) 
Thus, the sweep phase can take a very long time, i.e. O(n) where n is the size of the 
memory. 
This also have bad implication when running on top of virtual memory since it violates 
the locality of reference assumption, that is memory is touched in a groups that are local 
to a small number of pages. 
 

2. The non-allocated memory becomes fragmented, so you may have enough total free 
memory for a particular object, but no contiguous chunk large enough to store it. For 
example when we allocate many small cells than release some of them and then trying to 
allocate a big continues group of cell for some big array, it might happens that we have 
enough memory to allocate the big array but it’s not continues, therefore the allocation 
will fail. 
 

3. Memory allocation can be time-consuming, because you have to search for a contiguous 
chunk that can hold the new object. 

2.5 Mark-compact  
Mark-compact collection is a kind of tracing garbage collection that operates by marking reachable objects, 
then compacting the marked objects (which must include all the live objects). 
 
The mark phase follows reference chains to mark all reachable objects; the compaction phase typically 
performs a number of sequential passes over memory to move objects and update references. As a result of 
compaction, all the marked objects are moved into a single contiguous block of memory (or a small number 
of such blocks); the memory left unused after compaction is recycled. 
 
Mark-compact collection can be regarded as a variation of mark-sweep collection, with extra effort spent to 
eliminate the resulting fragmentation. Compaction also allows the use of more efficient allocation 
mechanisms, by making large free blocks available. 
 

2.6 Copying garbage collection 
Copying garbage collection (also known as scavenging garbage collection) is a kind of tracing garbage 
collection that operates by relocating reachable objects (this is sometimes called scavenging) and then 
reclaiming objects that are left behind, which must be unreachable and therefore dead. 
 
Improve the asymtotic bounds to the size of the used memory instead the size of the Heap. 

 
The copy as a side effect of compacting the memory thus avoid fragmentation, and allocation become very 
simple. 
 
Half of the memory is wasted, since it is used by the coping process. 
 
A copying garbage collection relies on being able to find and correct all references to copied objects. 
Rerference to object must be updated to the new location, thus can’t be used when the layout of objects and 
roots is not known, which is the case in Conservative GC that is often used in C/C++. 
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Copying garbage collection [Wilson] 

 

 

 
Altough it is possible to some how avoid these problems by linking objects on lists, thus simulating moving 
object by moving it to another linked list instead of acctually moving memory around. 
 
Simulating coping GC with linked lists [Wilson]: 
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2.7 Stop and copy 
Stop & Copy improve Mark & Sweep by getting rid of the sweep phase, therefore improving the 
asymptotic bound to O(k), where k is the amount of the live data; it copies the live data into a continues 
space in memory, thus doesn't fragment free memory; the free memory is kept in one continues block 
which improve the allocation process.  
 
The idea is to split the memory into two pieces, one called the From-space and the other called the To-
space. Say we have twelve cells of memory [cs173]: 
 

 
The first six cells are filled with data: the objects A through F. At this point in the program, only A, D, and 
F are reachable. When we trace the memory to find live objects, instead of marking each object, we copy 
the object to the next free cell of the To-space. Once the trace has completed, the To-space will consist of 
all the live objects, and they will be contiguous in memory. Now we swap the names of the two semi 
spaces [cs173]: 
 
 

  
This algorithm avoids doing a sweep phase by coping out live objects to the To-space, and then everything 
in the From-space can be treated as dead.  
We can think of it as if the algorithm compacts the live data into the to-space so that the garbage collection 
is only a side effect, therefore this algorithm performs as well as any compacting algorithm and could even 
out perform a simple manual management scheme that avoid fragmentation using compaction since the 
manual management might require extra effort to managed the memory that is free during the execution 
before the compact accurse. 
 
Notice also that the largest contiguous free space in the new From-space is equal to the total free memory. 
This algorithm is also known as semi space swapping.  
 
When tracing the memory we need both copying the objects and find all the references to the removed 
object, and update them with the new address, i.e. 
First, the elements of the root set will need to be updated. 
Second, an object on the heap can have a reference to another object. When you encounter a reference to an 
object during tracing, there are two possibilities: 
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1. The referenced object has not been visited yet. In this case, copy the object to the To-
space, and place a forwarding pointer in its cell in the From-space.  
For example, if you copy the object to cell 42 in the To-space, you put a note in its old 
From-space location saying “moved to cell 42".  
Then you continue tracing on any children referenced by the object, finally, you update 
the child reference to point to the new memory location. 
 

2. The referenced object has already been visited. In this case, you just update the reference 
to be the forwarding pointer left in place of the object. 

 
Let's look at a picture. Say object A has a reference to object D. The heap would look like this after the 
objects A and D have been visited [cs173]: 

 
Now if object F also has a reference to D, the algorithm will see that D has already been copied to the To-
space, and update F's reference to be cell 7. 
  
Stop & Copy is a simple algorithm that improves the asymptotic bound to be the size of the live data, and 
avoids fragmentation.  
Its main disadvantage is that it increases the memory usage by a factor of 2. 
 
2.7.1 Copying Collection Efficiency 
A copying garbage collector can be made arbitrarily efficient if sufficient memory is available [App87]. 
The work done at each collection is proportional to the amount of live data at the time of garbage 
collection. Assuming that approximately the same amount of data is live at any given time during the 
program's execution, decreasing the frequency of garbage collections will decrease the total amount of 
garbage collection effort.  
A simple way to decrease the frequency of garbage collections is to increase the amount of memory in the 
heap. If each semi space is bigger, the program will run longer before filling it.  
Another way of looking at this is that by decreasing the frequency of garbage collections, we are increasing 
the average age of objects at garbage collection time. Objects that become garbage before a garbage 
collection needn't be copied, so the chance that an object will never have to be copied is increased.  
Suppose, for example, that during a program run twenty megabytes of memory are allocated, but only one 
megabyte is live at any given time. If we have two three-megabyte semi spaces, garbage will be collected 
about ten times. (Since the current semi space is one third full after a collection, which leaves two 
megabytes that can be allocated before the next collection.) This means that the system will copy about half 
as much data as it allocates, as shown in the top part of figure 2.7.1.1. (Arrows represent copying of live 
objects between semi spaces at garbage collections.)  
On the other hand, if the size of the semi spaces is doubled, 5 megabytes of free space will be available 
after each collection. This will force garbage collections a third as often, or about 3 or 4 times during the 
run. This straightforwardly reduces the cost of garbage collection by more than half, as shown in the 
bottom part of figure 2.7.1.1. 
Figure 2.7.1.1 [Wilson]: Memory usage in a semi space GC, with 3 MB (top) and 6 MB (bottom) semi 
spaces  
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2.8 Incremental garbage collection  
Once a primitive garbage collector starts a collection cycle, it must either finish the task, or abandon all it’s 
work so far, since otherwise the mutator can change the memory and the collector might miss some path in 
the memory graph. This is often an appropriate restriction, but is unacceptable when the system must 
guarantee response times. For example systems with a user interface or with real-time hardware control 
systems. Such systems might use incremental garbage collection so that the time-critical processing and the 
garbage collection can proceed effectively in parallel, without wasted effort. 
  
Some tracing garbage collection algorithms can pause in the middle of a collection cycle while the mutator 
continues, without ending up with inconsistent data. Such collectors can operate incrementally and are 
suitable for use in an interactive system. 
 
The problem of synchronizing between the collector and the mutator can be viewed as general 
synchronization problem where one process mutate the memory state without the other being aware of it, 
therefore creating a state which violates the assumption that the current computation relies on. 
In this case the mutator can change the state of the memory graph, causing the collector to miss some 
branches during tracing, while the collector can move data to a different location, causing the mutator to 
use a wrong data. 
 
We need an algorithm that either doesn’t fail because of these changes (e.g. if the collector doesn’t move 
data around memory than the mutator will always see the correct data, and if the mutator keeps enough data 
for the collector to finish the trace with out losing branches), 
Or an algorithm which synchronize the two process by a means of synchronization, like read/write barrier, 
or keeping some log of the latest change which the other process could use to synchronize. 
The mutator barrier can be thought of as running the collector to make sure that the mutator will see a 
consistent data and that the collector will know which part of the graph had change. 
 
We can keep the collector from missing paths along the memory graph, either by retrace any variable 
which was mutated, or add the pointed-to variable to some queue which signify that although it is not 
referenced it still might be alive (it might be pointed by some variable we already traced) I.e. using a write 
barrier. 
 
We can keep the mutator form seeing the wrong data by quickly doing a trace for every reference the 
mutator is trying to use, and when trying to reach a variable that has being moved redirecting to the new 
reference. I.e. using a read barrier. 
 
It is important to note that a read barrier is less attractive than a write barrier since almost any program 
reads the memory much more often than it mutating it. 
These barriers execute often; on every memory access/mutation, therefore must be extremely optimize so 
that they wouldn’t be a major battle neck. 
It might need the compiler help in optimization by inserting the barrier as an in-line code, or the machine 
executing a micro-code. 
 
In general incremental collection introduce even more overhead, use more memory, and also has worse 
locality of reference because of the need to execute extra code on every memory reference/mutation. 
 

2.9 Generational garbage collection  
Generational garbage collection (also known as generation scavenging) is a tracing garbage collection that 
makes use of the generational hypothesis that younger objects usually have shorter lifetimes and should be 
collected more frequently thus saving time traversing old object which will not be reclaimed any way. 
This is a reasonable hypothesis when thinking on memory that is allocated during small procedures calls. 
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Objects are gathered together in generations. New objects are allocated in the youngest or nursery 
generation, and promoted to older generations if they survive. Objects in older generations are condemned 
less frequently, saving CPU time. 
 
Generational collection might also be used in an interactive system since most collections are on a small 
part of the memory, therefore very short. 
 
When collecting a young generation it is necessary to trace reference from older generations, we can use a 
write barrier to record these reference or scan the older generation for these reference (which is faster than 
tracing), but we will have more floating data since it might happened that the reference from the older 
generation is already dead. 
 
It is typically rare for an object to refer to a younger object. Hence, objects in one generation typically have 
few references to objects in younger generations. This means that the scanning of old generations in the 
course of collecting younger generations can be done more efficiently by means of remembered sets. 
 
In some purely functional languages (that is, without update), all references are backwards in time, in 
which case there is no need to scan an old generation since it can never reference a younger one and 
remembered sets are unnecessary. 
 
Generational garbage collection relies on the heuristic that on the average young data dies much quickly 
than older data, therefore collecting the younger generation improves the relation between the amount of 
memory touched and the amount of garbage collected, improves the locality of reference, collect most of 
the memory early so that the mutator has extra available memory and it doesn’t have to halt waiting for the 
collector to catch up. 
But it could fail if the program doesn’t obey the heuristic, for example an, already dead, old array that 
wasn’t collected yet, which points to many young data, or a tree where each of layer is in a different age 
which require several GC cycles to reclaim. 
Different programs might need different number of generation, in different size, and different time between 
collection in order to have efficient collection, e.g. the tree example will might need bigger generation 
which might cause other program unneeded delays while tracing a bigger generation size. 

2.10 Conservative garbage collection  
In conservative garbage collection, the layout of objects and roots is not known; instead the collector 
assumes that any field that looks like a pointer might be a reference. 
 
Conservative collectors can work with programs where information about the memory layout is not 
available, because, for example, the language doesn't support GC. 
 
A conservative collector doesn't need to know the format of the objects; it just needs some idea of where 
the object boundaries are. It regards any field value that looks like a pointer to an object (or, sometimes, 
into the middle of one), as preventing the recycling of that object. It can't move objects, because then the 
references to the moved objects would need to be updated, and such ambiguous references must not be 
modified, in case they weren't pointers after all. Therefore, conservative collectors are usually mark-sweep 
collectors. 
 
Because references are ambiguous, some objects may be retained despite being actually unreachable. In 
practice, this happens rarely, several techniques can further reduce the odds. Surprisingly these techniques 
can operate quite well on most C programs with none or very few modifications. 
 
Conservative pointer finding can be defeated by language facilities such as ability cast pointer to an integer, 
destroy the original pointer, and perform arbitrary arithmetic on it, if the original value as being restored 
and cast back to a pointer, the referred-to object may no longer exist; the GC has no way of telling that the 
integer is “pointing-to” the value. 
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Fortunately this sequence of operation is very rare, and usually can be avoided (by simply keeping the 
original pointer).  
 
 

2.11 Garbage Collection language support 
The most abstracted concept of garbage collection is the abstraction of an unlimited memory when in fact 
the unused memory is being automatically reclaimed by the system, but with this fact in mind we could 
help the system, this actually might be necessary to keep memory usage within a proper bound, and might 
be unavoidable when this bound in the actual size of memory. 
 
2.11.1 Garbage collection abstraction 
The first thing to keep in mind is that a reachable object will not be claimed since the GC could never infer 
it might be unused, thus if all dead memory is reachable the GC will never collect any memory,  
the simple solution is that when ever the programmer knows that a reference will never be used he will set 
it to null. 
 
One could argue that this solution defeats the whole purpose of GC, since in these cases we might as well 
free memory.  
But it is important to differentiate between freeing the memory when it’s no longer needed (i.e. free call) 
and freeing the reference to the memory when it’s no longer needed (i.e. setting it to null): freeing the 
reference is only necessary for references that live long, it is much easier to tell how long a reference live 
than how long a memory will live.  
Assuming the usual lexical binding rule for block structure apply (the binding region of a declaration is the 
body of the expression, as in most languages), a reference only lives as long as it lexical block, therefore 
only references that are global to the system from big data structures (like big hash maps, list, trees, etc) 
might present a problem since short blocks are freed automatically. 
On the other hand telling how long an object will live is harder since some memory can live beyond the 
scope a the local binding, thus in order to know if a memory should be releases each module must know 
what the other module are doing with it. 
 
The conclusion is that setting a reference to a null reference doesn’t defeat modular programming while 
freeing memory does, freeing references doesn’t create the dangling pointer problem since if another 
reference to the object exists than the object will not be reclaimed (but it might suffer from memory leaks 
when not done correctly). 
We could say that adding GC to a language doesn’t entirely solve the problem of managing memory but we 
do change the problem form a global problem (i.e. releasing objects) to a local problem (i.e. releasing 
references). 
 
But there is another problem with freeing references; sometime a reference should be kept to the memory 
as long as other module is using it, in this case we still must know what the other module are doing with it. 
We can solve it by using an even less abstracted GC by adding a new feature to the language that will let 
the programmer know whether the memory is used from another module or not. 
One such language support is weak references. 
 
2.11.2 Weak references 
In tracing garbage collection, a weak reference is a reference that does not keep the object it refers to alive. 
Weak references are like pointers, except that references from weak pointers do not prevent garbage 
collection, and weak pointers must have their validity checked before they are used. 
 
A weak reference does not keep the referent alive, but it will continue to refer to the object as long as it 
remains otherwise alive. When only weak references to the object remain, the weak references can be 
deleted ("null" or "cleared") and the object reclaimed. 
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In first glance it seems not so important; its hard to imagine a scenario that will require a week reference (I 
can tell for my self, at least, that I wrote programs for years without even knowing weak reference exist, 
until I bumped into the fallowing scenario which I solved with weak reference, thanks to this project), the 
reason its hard to imagine such scenario is that in many system there is really no use for weak reference, 
but a good example for one such use is interaction between a persistent to a non-persistent data store (i.e. 
disk to main memory interaction):  
Imagine a system with persistent data store so that every object in the system must be persistent so that if 
the system goes down then the next time it will go up it will have all the objects exactly in the same state 
they were before it went down, therefore every object must be kept in the persistent store.  
Now imagine two, or more, modules want to use some persistent object, but with out knowing what the 
other modules might be doing with it, modules might make changes to this object, others might read it. 
Since it’s the same object we would like for it to be consistent, i.e. if one module change the object the 
other module will see the new changes.  
In a modular environment we will usually wrap this object with an in memory object that handles the 
interaction with the persistent data store. 
We could use this wrapper to minimize the load on the persistent data store by caching the data in memory 
and only require that it be in sync with the persistent data store at a reasonable interval,  
this is possible of course only if each module sees the same wrapper to the object, which could be difficult; 
if one module creates an instance of this wrapper, then some time later another module wants an instance of 
this wrapper how can we make sure it get the same wrapper?  
We could put all the wrappers in a global table, thus when another module wants a wrapper he could 
actually have the same wrapper by searching the table to see if it was already extracted from the persistent 
store.  
But if the object is no longer in use we still have a reference to it from this table, if we will not remove this 
reference the table will explode, an elegant solution here is to use a weak table, i.e. each reference in this 
table is a weak reference, therefore when no other reference exist to some object than it’s memory can be 
released, and the table entry can be released. 
Now, how could we solve it when no weak references are available? I can think of two possible solutions: 
We could create different wrappers to the same object, and require that the wrappers be in sync with the 
latest update to the persistent storage, but this solution has very bad performance in terms of persistent 
storage usage. 
We could also create a special tailored automatic memory management, a good example for such solution 
is the File System (FS) itself; the FS usually require the user to perform certain operation when opening 
and closing files (i.e. issuing an open and close system calls), the FS usually uses these calls for a simple 
Reference Counting memory management. Reference Counting is a good solution for FS since the structure 
is a-cyclic, but it is also bug prone (e.g. when a user forget to close a file one could end up with strange, 
and hard-to-trace errors). Generally there is no guaranty that this solution will work better than an of-the-
shelf GC, further more research [Zorn 92] has shown that a special tailored garbage collection usually 
performs worse than off-the-shelf GC and it’s better to leave this job to the expert.  
The conclusion is that in persistent to non-persistent store interaction GC might improve performance over 
manual memory management. 

2.12 Finalization and Destruction 
Finalization, or destruction, is a well-known subject that every GC language must deal with, and thus 
every programmer must be familiar with. 
Finalization is a user code being executed when object are reclaimed; it is generally useful, but also quite 
problematic. 
For example in Java objects are marked for finalization by overriding a method of the base Object class 
called ‘finalize’, and when finalizing the object the finalize method will be called. 
No garbage collector guaranty that object will be finalized in a bounded amount of time after they are no 
longer needed, some doesn’t even guaranty that object will be finalized, e.g. floating garbage will not be 
released thus will not be finalized. 
We could guaranty that all object will be finally finalized by finalizing all object when the system goes 
down (but this is not immune to unexpected crashes), but the trade of is that shutting down the system 
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could be a very long process. Some languages (e.g. C#) provide a way for the user to decide whether he 
wants objects to be finalized on shut down or not. 
 
Another problem with finalization is that object can be revived during finalization, for example when the 
finalization code put a reference of the object (or of another dead object) on some reachable object (e.g. a 
global data structure), further more the finalization code might try to reference object that were already 
finalized or even reclaimed. 
We could use a write barrier, or scanning for reference to just-finalized object, but this will be good for 
debugging, i.e. warning the user but what should we do when it happens in a real life scenario? If the 
barrier will prevent the action it might cause an un-expectable results. 
 
 
We could try defining a proper order for finalization, for instance, finalize in a topological order, that is 
first finalize object with zero reference, and continue finalizing the new set of objects with zero references. 
This way object that are finalize are not reference by other object thus cannot be revived, but it doesn’t 
prevent the object from reviving it self (though it is very unlikely that a finalizer will revive it self, and 
probably indicate bad programming but it could happen). 
It also doesn’t work on cyclic structure, again we could warn the programmer when running in debug mode 
but what should we do in a real life scenario? 
 
Another approach is to declare that finalization can run in any order what so ever, and leave all the details 
to the programmer, but this solve the problem much like flying with out parachute solve the problem of 
aircraft crashes. 
 
A technical approach that is some time used in practice (e.g. C#) is that when an object is declare to be 
finalized the GC will not free its memory the first time it noticed that the object is unreachable, instead it 
puts the object on a finalize queue and that queue is then used as an additional root set, than when the 
object is finalized it is extracted from that queue and is reclaimed in successor collections when it become 
unreachable, so that if a finalize object reference another object the object will be kept in memory until the 
finalization occur. 
This arrangement usually comes along with the possibility to re-register an object for finalization, so that 
even if an object is revived it can still be finalized.  
It is not perfect solutions since finalize code can still reference objects that were already finalized, therefore 
their state might be not relevant, e.g. one object finalization code need to flush down a buffer using some 
File object while the File object was already finalized and the file already closed, this is can be solved by 
declaring that File objects are not finalized and must be closed explicitly, but then we will get to many open 
file when forgetting to close files thus defeating the whole purposed of finalization. 
Further more it still require a careful attention when object should be re-register for finalization. 
The down side is that it will take much longer for memory to be released since it require a number of 
collection cycles, thus in these environments finalization should be avoided if possible when memory 
performance is an issue. 
 
The conclusion is that finalization is not deterministic, thus should be used with care, and the program 
correction should NOT be depend on it. 
 
As an aside, in the persistent system mentioned in the ‘weak reference’ section, we used a simple reference 
count to delete some a-cyclic persistent objects that are no longer referenced by any other persistent object, 
but even if an object is not referenced by any persistent object it still might be reference by the program and 
thus can be revived, therefore we decided to delete an object when it is finalized if it is no longer reachable 
by any other persistent object.  
This solution relies on the fact that every object (even those that are un-referenced) are brought to memory 
once in a while, therefore the chances that an object will never be finalized (and then deleted) approach 
zero. 
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2.13 Invocation and control of garbage collection  
When should garbage collection be initiated? One possibility is when there is no more free space; this 
makes sense since it guaranty the best result in terms of number of collected objects per collection, since 
the longer we wait then more object might become dead, if we could wait the whole program we wouldn’t 
have to collect at all. 
If the collection efficiency were the only consideration this was a good solution, unfortunately it also 
require the worst memory performance; the longer one wait the more memory require to hold the allocated 
but not used memory. 
Thus the trade-of in collection design is between efficiency of collection and memory size. 
One way to balance these concern is the heuristic that if a collection phase reclaim less than 25% of the 
heap than the heap is expand by 50% thus the heap will grow until each collection phase consistently 
reclaim 25% of the heap. These percentages are quite heuristic and can usually be tune by the user. 
 
When GC is not a bottleneck a collection could be initiated before the heap is exhausted, i.e. once the 
garbage collection threshold is reached, well before the heap fills up, thus reducing fragmentation and 
working set size at the expense of GC. 
 
In an interactive system we could initiate a collection when the system is idle thus ensuring that when the 
system will become active, and ask for new allocation it wouldn’t have to stuck waiting for the GC to find 
free memory. 
 
In an incremental GC we could initiate a short collection on every memory allocation, thus ensuring that 
the amount of garbage collection work per allocated byte remains constant, therefore the allocation time 
will be bounded; the program doesn’t have to halt waiting for the collector to catch up since there is always 
free memory in constant relation to previous allocation. 
 
This actually can be done to some extent in a none-incremental GC, e.g. in a mark & sweep collector only 
the mark phase must be atomic, while the sweep phase can be integrated in small interleaved execution 
with the mutator; when ever allocating memory some memory will be swept, again ensuring that the 
allocation will not stuck to long waiting for the collector to catch up. 
The same idea can also be used in a reference counting and is known as deferred reference counting, here a 
reference that reached zero is added to some queue and its reclamation is deferred so that the reclamation of 
a large structure can be interleaved with the execution. 
 
Generally collection can be initiated by the fallowing ways:  

• Explicitly initiated by the user. 
• When the memory is exhausted. 
• Using some heuristic that trade GC efficiency for some other expensive 

resource (e.g. memory) 
• When the system is idle 
• Incrementally, in small step interleaved with the program execution. 
• Concurrently, at the same time as the program execution. 
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3 Memory Management Implementation 
In this part of the project we will implement an automatic memory management to one of the language we 
developed in the course. 
The development will be done in steps, so that each step might not be a complete implementation, serving 
two intentions:  
First, it is easier to show the ideas we are investigating when dividing the implementation to a few smaller 
incomplete units. 
Second, it reflects more truthfully the way it was actually developed, that is in small but incomplete steps. 
 
Since the aim is to demonstrate some of the issue in developing GC, we will ignore some detail that are less 
relevant, or have unneeded extra overhead, thus in some perspective even our last implementation will not 
be complete.  
 
The implementation will focus mostly on a simple mark & sweep collection. 
In the next part of the project we will study the GC we will develop in this section. 

3.1 Manual Memory Management 
We will first extends the language of chapter 3.7 to handle data which could live indefinitely, as opposed to 
the data which can be handle by the language of chapter 3.7, where it’s life time known statically, i.e. in 
order to bind a data with a variable we can use only the ‘let’ expression which means that the variable will 
be bound only in the ‘let’ body. 
In our extension it will be possible to bind a variable to a heap cell that can live indefinitely, of course it 
will still be necessary to have at least one local variable which is bind to a heap cell in order to be able to 
use the data stored in the heap cell, but by having one heap cell pointing to the other we could have a 
constant set of local, statically determined life time, variables while handling a dynamic set of indefinitely 
lifetime data. 
 
3.1.1 The Heap 
The initial heap implementation is inspired by cs173, 2000, Shriram Krishnamurthi [cs173]. 
We will use a heap to store values that have indefinite lifetimes. We represent the heap as a vector: 
 
(define Heap-Size 100) 
(define Heap (make-vector Heap -Size)) 
 
The function alloc-one-heap-cell allocates a cell on the heap, stores a value in it, and returns a reference to 
that cell: 
 
(define (alloc-one-heap-cell v)        
 (let ([addr (find-unused-heap-cell)]) 
    (vector-set! Heap addr (any-data v)) 
    (a-heap-cell addr))) 
 
The return value of alloc-one-heap-cell is a heap-cell (which we refer to as a reference to the heap cell), 
which is defined as: 
 
(define-datatype heap-cell heap-cell? 
  (a-heap-cell 
    (position integer?))) 
 
The data stored in the heap is a heap-data, which is defined as:  
 
(define (any? arg) #t) 
(define-datatype heap-data heap-data? 
                 (null-data) 
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                 (any-data (data any?))) 
 
We will use find-unused-heap-cell to find an unused heap cell, this method simply iterates on the heap 
vector and returns an index of a heap cell that is marked as unused. Although it’s not the most efficient 
algorithm it will fit our first simple example. 
 
 
 (define (find-unused-heap-cell)  
  (let loop ((i 0)) 
           (if (>= i Heap-Size)  
               (eopl:error 'find-unused-heap-cell "Heap is full") 
               (cases heap-data (vector-ref Heap i) 
                      (unused-data () i) 
                      (any-data (data) (loop (+ i 1))))))) 
 
 
We will use get-heap-cell, set-heap-cell, and free-heap-cell to get, set, and free a heap cell, respectively. 
 
(define (get-heap-cell ref) 
  (cases heap-cell ref 
      (a-heap-cell (pos)  
         (cases heap-data (vector-ref Heap pos) 
            (unused-data () (eopl:error 'get-heap-celll "unused reference: ~s" ref)) 
             (any-data (data) data))))) 
 
(define (set-heap-cell ref val) 
  (cases heap-cell ref 
      (a-heap-cell (pos) (vector-set! Heap pos (any-data val))))) 
 
(define (free-heap-cell ref) 
  (cases heap-cell ref 
      (a-heap-cell (pos) (vector-set! Heap pos (unused-data))))) 
 
3.1.2 The grammar 
Next we will define a new grammar to manage data on the heap from our language. 
Our grammar will be much like a C grammar (with out pointer arithmetic), i.e. it will be possible to bind a 
variable with a reference to a heap cell (similar to a C pointer), so that we could manipulates both the 
variable value and the heap cell value (using a special syntax). 
Thus the set of variables that our language manipulates are: 
 Denoted values = Ref (Expressed values)     
 Expressed values = Number + ProcVal + HeapCell  
 
We will create a new heap cell with a ‘new’ expression, e.g. 
let x = new 1 in x 
Note that the value of this expression is a heap cell. 
We chose the concrete syntax, for a ‘new’ expression, as: 
<expression> ::= new <expression> 
i.e. 
(expression 
     ("new" expression) new-exp) 
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We implement this by adding the following clause to eval-expression: 
(new-exp (rands)  

               (alloc-one-heap-cell (eval-expression rands env ))) 
 
Now we have a way to reference a heap cell, we can also have two variables pointing to the same heap cell 
(e.g. let x = new 1 in let y=x in y) but we still can’t manipulate the data on the heap. Therefore we add the 
following syntax (which is much like ‘*p’ in C): 
<expression> ::= getref <expression> 
<expression> ::= setref < expression > = <expression> 
i.e. 
(expression ("setref" expression "=" expression) refassign-exp)  
(expression ("getref" expression ) getref-exp)  
 
So that we can manipulate data on the heap as in the following example: 
let x= new new 1 in 
begin 
 setref getref x = 2; 
 getref getref x 
end 
Which evaluates to 2. 
 
We implement this by adding the following clause to eval-expression: 
      (refassign-exp (lhs-exp rhs-exp)   
        (begin 
          (set-heap-cell (eval-expression lhs-exp env) 
            (eval-expression rhs-exp env)) 
          1)) 
      (getref-exp (rands) 
                  (get-heap-cell (eval-expression rands env ))) 
 
In this example we will have to release the heap memory manually  
We chose the fallowing syntax: 
<expression> ::= free <expression> 
i.e.  
(expression 
     ("free" expression) free-exp) 
 
And implement this by adding the following clause to eval-expression: 
(free-exp (rands) (free-heap-cell (eval-expression rands env ))) 
 
So now we can write expression such as: 
let x= new 1 y=0 in begin  
 set y = getref x; free x; y end 
And call them in an endless loop with out running out of memory. 
 
3.1.3 Discussion 
It’s important to note that this is not a full-blown memory management since most of the memory used by 
the language is managed by Scheme, e.g. the environment, Scheme’s stack (since we didn’t used a tail-end 
recursion scheme stack is unbounded), the parse tree and closure and other data structure used by Sllgen, 
etc. are not managed on the heap. It’s possible to write a program that uses unbounded memory like a 
simple recursion that compute n!, and count on Scheme GC to collect our unused memory. Actually no 
matter what we will do, since we write our interpreter in Scheme, our data is represents by Scheme 
primitive, thus will be collected by Scheme GC.  
If we would implement the interpreter in a none-GC language, like C, we would have to manage all the 
memory from our interpreter this way we would probably get a more complete implementation, but we 
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would also have to spend a lot of time warring about stuff that is not so important or relevante (we would 
also have to implement every thing from scratch since our course is based on Scheme). 
It’s seems there is a thin line that separates the memory used by the interpreter, e.g. memory used by 
Sllgen, scheme stack, etc. And the memory used by our language or used by a program in our language, 
e.g. variables we define, the environment, closure body, etc. 
Our implementation will try to simulate the important elements of GC; though it wouldn’t be a complete 
one we will try to use it, in the last part of the project, to learn about memory behavior in our language. 
The line that separates between memory used by the interpreter and memory used by our language is drawn 
by how the memory is managed, we start by a very loose line, were everything is managed by Scheme, then 
we gradually push this line backward by managing more memory on the explicit heap we manage, it is 
clear that even in C some memory is managed by the interpreter, in our case it will be the Scanner/Parser 
memory and scheme stack, on the other hand we will put the environment on the heap, by doing this we 
managed the variables and closure in our program on the heap, for simplicity we will still use scheme 
structure which can have unbounded size, like list and vector, to store data on the heap. We can imagine 
that we have one union type, in the size of the biggest object on the heap, that is used to represent every 
object on the heap, and when a program tries to store something that is bigger than the union size (like a big 
closure) it will get an error, we will not worry about actually limiting the size of object on the heap since 
error managing code is irrelevant for our discussion. 
 
In this section we showed a simplified heap that is mainly intend to be used as a base for the reset of the 
implementation, in the next section we will show a simple collector to collect this heap, than we will add 
cons and list that are managed on the heap to the language, than we will used the lists to put the 
environment on the heap (in respect to the previous discussion), than we will try to improve some of the 
rather naïve implementation we used to a more realistic one using a well known classic algorithms. 
Then we will be ready to investigate the memory usage and performance of our language in respect to the 
concept we represented in the first part of the project, which we will do in the last part of the project. 
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3.2 Garbage collection 
Next we will extends the language of the previous section to collect garbage, i.e. data on the heap that we 
can prove that will never be access from a legal code in our language.  
We start by observing that adding a GC to the language requires no additions or changes to the language 
concrete syntax, we will rely on the language semantics to show, for each heap cell, whether it is reachable 
or not by a legal expression in our syntax. 
Definition: a heap cell is ‘reachable’ iff it is pointed by a variable (i.e. the cell reference is bounded to an 
identifier in the current environment), or is pointed by another heap cell that is reachable (i.e. the cell 
reference is bounded to another cell that is reachable). 
It is plain to see why this recursive definition is stemming from the semantic of the language. 
Therefore if we describe the current memory state by a graph: G=(E,V) where V={all the variables in the 
program}U{all the cells in the heap}, and E={e=(u,v) : u value is a reference to v}, than by doing a DFS on 
some v in V, we will reach all the variable that are reachable from v. 
So now we only have to find a root set, i.e. U, a subset of V, which has the fallowing property: every u in U 
is reachable, and, for every reachable v in V, exists u in U so that v is reachable from u.  
According to are definition, U is actually the variables in our program.  
Therefore we will scan the variables in the environment, if we find a variable which contains a heap cell 
reference, we will mark this cell, and than we will check the content of this cell to see whether it’s pointing 
to a another heap cell, and if so we will mark this cell as well, and so on recursively (NOTE: this is a 
simplified root set that misses some of the reachable memory, we will get back to this point in a later 
section). 
This algorithm is known as ‘Mark and Sweep’ as discussed in the first part of the project. 
 
3.2.1 GC Implementation 
We start our implementation by extending our heap-data to support a new type of data mark-any-data, this 
data is actually an any-data that was marked by the Mark phase of the algorithm, and therefore it will only 
be a temporary state during the execution of the GC, and will be illegal at any other time during the 
execution. 
 
(define-datatype heap-data heap-data? 
                 (unused-data) 
                 (any-data (data any?)) 
                 (mark-any-data (data any?))) 
 
Next we will implement the mark method, which loops on the root set (i.e. the environment), and calls 
DFS-mark on every variable in it, i.e. DFS-mark marks all the heap cells which are reachable from a single 
variable in our environment: 
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(define (mark env) 
   (cases environment env 
      (empty-env-record () 'dn) 
      (extended-env-record (syms vals env1) 
         (let loop ((i 0)) 
           (if (< i (length syms)) 
             (begin 
               (DFS-mark  (vector-ref vals i)) 
               (loop (+ i 1))) 
             ;else 
             (mark env1)))))) 
 
 
(define (DFS-mark value) 
  (if (heap-cell? value) 
      (cases heap-cell value 
         (a-heap-cell (pos)  
           (cases heap-data (vector-ref Heap pos) 
             (any-data (data)  
                (begin (mark-heap-cell value data)) 
                       (DFS-mark data)) 
             (else 'do-nothing-else))))))  
 
We also define another helping method mark-heap-cell to manage the heap state, which receive a heap 
reference and some value, and set the heap cell to be of a mark-any-data with the given value. 
 
(define (mark-heap-cell ref val) 
  (cases heap-cell ref 
      (a-heap-cell (pos) (vector-set! Heap pos (mark-any-data val))))) 
 
Next we will implement the sweep method. Note that in addition to releasing the unused data, we set the 
used data to be of type any-data again.  
 
(define (sweep) 
  (let loop ((loc 0)) 
    (if (< loc Heap-Size) 
      (begin 
        (let ((v (vector-ref Heap loc))) 
          (cases heap-data v 
                 (any-data (data) (free-heap-cell (a-heap-cell loc))) 
                 (mark-any-data (data) (set-heap-cell (a-heap-cell loc) data)) 
                 (else 'do-nothing-else))) 
        (loop (+ loc 1)))))) 
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Therefore the mark&sweep simply execute the two stages, and we have a working GC. 
 
(define (mark&sweep env) 
  (mark env) 
  (sweep)) 
    
There is, of course, another small issue we neglected: when should we call mark&sweep? 
We will use the obvious answer: whenever we run out of unused heap space, therefore we will implement a 
variation of find-unused-heap-cell, which we calls find-unused-heap-cell/gc, this method returns an unused 
heap cell and calls mark&sweep if necessary, for this reason this method will require the current 
environment as a parameter, so that it will have a reference to the current root set if necessary. 
Note that this method is actually find-unused-heap-cell only that if it finds that the heap is full than instead 
of rising an error it will call mark&sweep to release unused data, and than calls it self again to try and find 
an unused data.  
We will need some way of signaling the second run that the GC was already executed so that we will not 
enter an endless recursion (obviously there is no point in running the GC twice since the memory state 
wasn’t changed from the previous run). 
Therefore we will pass another Boolean flag to find-unused-heap-cell/gc, which will signal whether the GC 
was executed. 
And we will always call find-unused-heap-cell/gc with this flag set to false to signal that the GC wasn’t 
executed. 
 
(define (find-unused-heap-cell/gc env tried-gc?)   
  (let loop ((i 0)) 
    (if (>= i Heap-Size)  
         (if tried-gc? 
                   (eopl:error 'find-unused-heap-cell "OUT OF HEAP SPACE") 
                   (begin 
                     (mark&sweep env) 
                     (find-unused-heap-cell/gc env #t))) 
        (let ((ref (vector-ref Heap i))) 
            (cases heap-data ref 
              (unused-data () i) 
              (any-data (data) (loop (+ i 1))) 
              (mark-any-data (data)  
               (eopl:error 'find-unused-heap-cell/gc "Unexpected mark reference: ~s" ref))))))) 
  
All is left do to, is to replace every call to find-unused-heap-cell with a call to find-unused-heap-cell/gc.   
 
So now we can write expression such as: 
let x= new 1in getref x  
And call them in an endless loop with out running out of memory. 
 
3.2.2 Known bugs 
This is a first simple version that intents to show the basic principles, and lay grounds for the following 
version which will to be more complete, it suffers from some fatal flows, mainly because we didn’t scan 
the root set as we said we will, further more we didn’t even define the root set correctly, i.e. there is still 
data which is reachable but not from our root set. 
We will solve these problems in the next section. 
  
1) The fallowing code might cause an error in our language 
let x= new new 1 in getref getref x 
 
The error will happen when the heap has only one unused cell, so that the first new expression will be 
satisfied, but the next ‘new’ expression will cause the GC to run which will mark the cell allocated by the 
first new expression as unused (since x is still not bound to this cell). 
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This error can be by-passed by the following code: 
let x= new 0 in  
begin 
 setref x = new 1; 
 getref getref x 
end 
 
It could be solved either by temporary adding the new value to the root, or by changing the grammar of 
‘new’ to accept only numbers as parameters, so that nested new will be illegal.  
 
2) The fallowing code might also cause an error in our language 
-------- 
let f1 = 
  let x = new 1 in 
    let f = proc () begin  
 getref x 
    end  
  in begin 
    f 
  end 
in begin 
  new 2;; 
  (f1) 
end 
------------- 
This error will happen if the call to ‘new’ in the body of the outer ‘let’ will cause the GC to run.  
The reason for this bug is that our root set, is not actually a root set: i.e. there is some data that is reachable 
from a legal code in our language but is not reachable from any variable in our root set, this is the heap 
cells that are reachable from some closure, f, such that f is reachable from some variable in the current 
environment, but otherwise not reachable from any variable in the current environment. 
What went wrong is that we chose the correct root set, the environment, but didn’t pass on all the variable 
in it while executing the ‘mark’ phase, what we should have done is extract the environment from each 
closure in our current environment, and do a recursive mark call on it. 
 
 
3) We actually missed an even more crucial detail: any closure invocation could cause the interpreter to 
fail; we scan only the current environment, but since closure enclose the environment at the time of their 
definition, it might happen that after defining a closure we allocated new data on the heap which is 
reachable, then if a closure invocation will trigger a collection it will used the old environment that isn’t 
aware of memory that was allocated after the closure creation, thus the new memory will be reclaimed, and 
when we will return from the invocation we will have references to memory which was already claimed. 
 
These bugs imply a serious bug in the design of our language: it might happen that a memory is allocated 
and the GC executed before this memory is bonded to its destination variable, thus the allocated memory 
will be released while it is still reachable. We could easily solve this problem if we could temporary add the 
new allocated memory to the root set until it is bounded, so that if any collection happen in this time it will 
regard this memory as reachable, but after a memory is allocated and until it is bounded it is possible to 
execute any legal code in our language, thus for this solution to work we need to support it at the core level 
of the language, therefore it seems that we should have implemented a Storage Passing Interpreter, i.e. pass 
a storage parameter with every eval-expression call, this storage should contains a reference to the heap and 
the root set (i.e. initially empty), so that when we execute code that might end up executing the GC and 
might also have some data that is allocated but not yet bounded (e.g. invoke a closure, calling new, etc) we 
simply add this data to the root set, and removes it after the invocation returns, e.g. when invoking a closure 
we adds the environment to the root-set, and when calling ‘new’ we puts its parameter on the root set. 
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3.3 Storage-passing interpreter 
Note: In the remaining of this project we will not add Scheme code to the Word file because the code is in 
the scheme file which is an integral part of the project and there is no real need to duplicate it, duplicating it 
cause a major problem in synchronizing the real code and the code in the Word file when changes are made 
to the interpreter, and further more Word tends to mess-up scheme code when pasting it to a Word 
document which cause major unnecessary overhead, therefore we rather concentrate on the interesting 
issues, in an already tight schedule (with your forgiveness of course). 
It is also important to note that most of the ideas are introduce in the previous section, and the following 
sections are only to complete the technical detail, and can be schemed over. 
The full implementation is in the scheme file, and the following section will refer to it by noting the 
methods/data-types name that implemented the described algorithm (and otherwise would have been 
copied in to the project). 
 
The fallowing versions will include a storage; each call that might end with a collection will pass a storage 
data-type with it, the storage will be an abstract representation of the storage we use in our language, it will 
contain all the info that is necessary for collection, that is the root-set and the heap. 
We will not actually put the heap in the storage since there is only one heap; thus it is simpler to make it a 
global variable. 
This will provide a simple solution for the previously mentioned bugs; the bugs were caused by missed 
memory path while traversing because of a wrong root-set (accept for the second one which is solved by 
refining the mark method), thus we will simply extend the root-set with the missed paths in the point we 
might miss them. 
The storage is implemented by the storage data-type. 
We also add method for creating an initial-storage; init-storage that returns an empty storage record. 
And a method for extending the root-set; extends-root-set that returns an extended storage record. 
 
Note that we add the storage parameter to any method that might cause the GC to run, and extended the 
root-set whenever we might missed a path in the mark phase, e.g. in the evaluation of new-expr we add the 
‘new’ parameter to the root-set before allocating a new cell, thus solving the first problem, and in apply-
procval we pass an extended root set that contain the current environment, thus solving the third problem. 
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3.4 Improving the memory management strategy. 
We used a naïve memory management strategy such that when we allocate memory we scan the entire 
memory looking for a free cell, and when releasing memory we simply mark the memory as unused. 
We would like to use a more realistic implementation that doesn’t have to scan the entire memory for every 
memory allocation, we will used a classic first fit algorithm with a rotating base pointer taken form the 
ANSI-C classic book by Brian Kernigham and Dennis Ritchie [ANSI-C]. 
The free memory will be managed as a free list pointed by free-ptr and the list will be initialized to one 
block that is the entire heap. 
 
The free storage is kept as a free list of free blocks, each block contain size, a pointer to the next block, and 
the space it self. The blocks are kept in order of increasing address, and the last block points to the first. 
Thus finding a free space require scanning the list instead of the entire memory which is much shorter, on 
the other hand releasing a memory become longer since it require scanning the list finding where to put it, 
thus when the list is shorter than the used memory, which is usually the case, we will have much better 
performance than the previous implementation. 
 
When a request is made, the free list is scanned until a big-enough block is found. If the block is exactly the 
requested size it’s unlinked form the list and returned to the user. If the block in too big, it is split, and the 
proper amount is returned to the user while the residue remains on the free list. If no big-enough block is 
found, an error code (-1) is returned, which cause the GC to run (note that in a complete implementation we 
might also deiced to enlarge the available memory). 
The search for adequate block begins at point of free-ptr that is initially 0 (i.e. the beginning of the heap) 
and updated each time to where the last block was found; this strategy keeps the list homogeneous, and as 
we will see it also keeps the upper bound of the sweep phase to the size of the memory. 
If a too-big block is found, the tail end is returned to the user; in this way the header of the original needs 
only to have it’s size adjusted. 
 
Request are implemented by alloc which accept the size of the requested memory and returns the address of 
the allocated memory or –1 if none found, but we will only request memory from alloc/gc which accept the 
size of the requested, the root set, and a flag that signal if it the first or the second run (i.e. always false), 
and than uses alloc, mark&sweep, and itself recursively to find a big enough block, if it fail it raise an 
"OUT OF HEAP SPACE" error. 
 
Freeing also create a search to the list, to find the proper place to insert the block being freed. If the block 
being freed is adjacent to a free block, on either side, it is coalesced with it into a single bigger block, to 
storage doesn’t become too fragmented. Determine adjacency is easy because the free list is maintained by 
increasing address. 
Freeing implemented by free which accept an address, and the size and adds the block at given address with 
the given size to the list. 
 
The time to free a memory block increases from a constant time to O (N) where N is the size of the free list. 
It might seems that the time to do a collection increases, since the time to free M cells increases to  
O (N*M), this actually can happen, in the worst case, when using manual memory management, since 
memory can be released in any order. 
But it can’t happen when using a mark & sweep GC, since the sweep phase release memory in the same 
order it scans the memory, i.e. from head to tail. Thus the rotating pointer, free-ptr, we used will scan the 
list no more than twice in each collection; which implies that the total time of searching the free list, in one 
collection, can’t be more than O (N).  
Therefore the time to do one collection does not increase; the size of the list can’t be longer than the size of 
the entire heap. 
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3.5 Adding list and cons to the language 
Next we will add a list primitive to the language, including cons, car, cdr, and an empty list variable, which 
is bound to an empty list. Since there are symbols list can contain only numbers and other lists. 
This change the expressed and denoted values of the language: 
 Denoted values = Ref (Expressed values)     
 Expressed values = Number + ProcVal + HeapCell + Lists 
 
We will define a new heap-cell type: list-heap-cell, which contains the address of a list on the heap; two 
adjacent heap cells, the first containing the car value of the list and the second contain the cdr value of the 
list, the cdr can be both a value, or a list. 
 
Cons are created by alloc-cons/gc which accept a car, cdr and a root set, calls alloc/gc that allocates 2 
continues heap cell and initiate them to the given car/cdr and list-heap-cell data type. 
 
List are created by alloc-list/gc which accept a (Scheme) list and a root set, it basically creates a cons of the 
last element of the list and an empty list, and then iterate over the remaining list (from tail to head), and 
adds the tail as a the head of the newly created list, i.e. creates a cons of the new tail and the newly created 
list. Finally it returns the last value returned by cons. 
We must also handle a scenario where a collection is initiated in the middle of creating a list, i.e. we have 
to consistently add the newly created list to the root-set. 
 
car-list-ref accept a list-heap-cell and returns the list car, i.e. simply returns the value of the first heap-cell 
in the pair. It only has to worry that the list might be an empty one, in this case it raise a "can't 'car' an 
empty list!” error. 
cdr-list-ref respectively returns the list cdr, and raise an appropriate error when trying to cdr an empty list. 
 
Exposing these primitives to the language is straightforward: we add the corresponding list, cons, car, and 
cdr to the grammar (note that list, & cons are primitive while car, & cdr are expression, the only reason is 
that the grammar for cons, and list was previously defined as primitives). 
And we add the corresponding mapping from eval-expression to car-list-ref, & cdr-list-ref, and the 
corresponding mapping from apply-primitive to alloc-cons/gc, & alloc-list/gc. 
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3.6 Putting the environment on the heap. 
Using the primitive from the previous section it is now possible to put the entire environment on the heap. 
We will represent a single environment primitive as a list of 3 elements, where the first cell (i.e. car) is the 
identifiers vector, the second cell (i.e. cdr) is the values vector that are bounds to the corresponding 
identifier, and the last cell (i.e. cddr) is the remaining environment i.e. another environment primitive 
which is the head of a list of the previous environment. 
We will extends the heap-cell type to support this new environment primitive by adding an env-heap-cell 
that contains the heap-cell that is a list-heap-cell of ids vector, value vectors, and the remaining 
environment. 
Note that even though we change the type of values stored on the heap we didn’t change the expressed or 
denoted values of the language since the user has no access to these values. 
 
As we previously mentioned our implementation could hold an unbounded memory in a bounded heap 
since the size of the vectors containing the identifiers and the values is unbounded, further more an 
identifier can be an unbounded symbol, and values can hold unbounded integer or closure that are also 
unbounded. 
For simplicity we will think of it as if every environment primitive is a union type at the size of the biggest 
values the environment primitive can holds, so that if a user tries to create a value bigger than the union 
size it will get an error, we wouldn’t actually bother to check that the user doesn’t exceed this limits since 
it’s irrelevant to our discussion. 
The logic behind this is that a limited bound on primitives is common in most language, and closures are 
normally not very long since a human as to write and read them (at least it is recommended by the Software 
Engineer principles that method wouldn’t be to long so that they will be readable), thus we treat them as 
constant size.    
 
Putting the environment on the heap is straightforward; thanks to the frame works of the language of 
chapter 3.7 that abstracts the environment; we only have to implements empty-env, extend-env-vec, & 
apply-env-ref. We will implement them with the primitives of the previous section. 
 
Empty-env creates an env-heap-cell that points to an empty list. 
 
Extend-env-vec uses alloc-list/gc to allocate the list on the heap that represents a single environment 
primitive, and returns the env-heap-cell that points to this list. 
 
Apply-env-ref iterates over the environment using car-list-ref and cdr-list-ref and uses rib-find-position to 
check if the identifier is bounded to the current rib, if so it returns a reference of the corresponding value, 
otherwise it continue to search the remaining environment, when it sees that the environment is an empty-
list it raise a "No binding” error. 
 

3.7 Collecting the environments and the lists 
We will now extends the collector to collect the new types, but we will first change the mark method to 
accept a storage, it extract the root-set from the storage and calls DFS-mark on it’s values. 
 
DFS-mark identifies the type of the root and calls the corresponding method to mark it, it also handle cases 
where the value is a leaf, i.e. doesn’t contain a value that need to be traverse. 
  
Mark-procval is called when the root is a closure, it extract the environment that is embedded in the closure 
and init a mark process on it. 
 
Mark-cell is called when the root is a heap cell, it first checks that the cell is not already marked, and calls 
the corresponding method to mark the heap cell;  
If it’s a-heap-cell it calls mark-heap-pos to mark the position and continues with DFS-mark on the content 
of that heap-cell. 
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If it is a list-heap-cell is similar on to the case of a-heap-cell only that it need to mark and traverse both cell 
of the list. 
If it is an env-heap-cell it calls mark-env-heap-cell on it, which calls mark-env-heap-cell-helper/is-empty? 
To mark the cells that are used by the heap it self (note that the returned value is not being used), and do a 
DFS-mark on the values in the environment. 
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4 Analysis of the collector 
In this part, which is the last part of the project, we will study some of the properties of the collector we 
developed in the first part of the project. 
We will show how it behaves by statically following an execution. 
And then we will show some of the properties regarding the claims we made and problem we discussed in 
the first section. 

4.1 Static analysis of the collection 
We first analyze the collector by statically fallowing its behavior; we will fallow its behavior by showing 
exactly what is happening on the heap. 
We start by executing the following code: 
 let l = list(1,2) in 
 letrec f (l) = 
  if equal?(l, empty-list) 
  then 1 else 
  begin 
    (f cdr(l)); show car(l) 
  end 
in begin 
  (f l) 
end 
 
This list-printing recursive code is a simple recursion that accepts a list and uses car/cdr to recursively print 
it’s content. 
Lets see what happen on the heap when executing it with enough memory to contain the entire 
computation. The heap is illustrated in figure 4.1.1, Note that allocations are made at the tail end of the 
adequate free block. 
The heap contains the init-environment that is initialized with the empty-list, each environment records on 
the heap is a list of size 3, thus needs 6 cells; 2 for each item (a list ends with an empty-list). The top 6 cells 
contain the initial environment. 
The next 4 cells contain the list that is created in the first line of code, and then 6 more environment cells 
are added to bind l to the list. 
6 environment cells bind f to a closure in the environment. 
6 more environment cell, for each recursive call, are used to bound l to the list. We have 3 recursive call 
thus we need 18 more environment cells. 
The total sum of cells for this simple recursion is 40. 
 
Suppose that the size of the heap is also 40, than the next allocation will trigger a GC. 
I.e. executing ‘new 1’ will cause the GC to run. This is a simple collection; the root set contains only the 
init- environment that is marked, and the resets of the cells, that remain un-marked, are collected by the 
sweep phase. 
Than a heap cell is allocated for the ‘new 1’ statement. 
This is illustrated in figure 4.1.2. 
 
Suppose we will execute the recursion again. This time we get an ‘OUT OF HEAP SPACE’ error. This is a 
good example of how fragmentation cause a big-enough memory to not be able to contain the requested 
memory, i.e. we need 40 cell to contain all the memory that is used by the recursion code, all of this 
memory is lists elements, i.e. we actually need 20 pairs of two adjacent cell, and since we waste a pair, by 
allocating one cell to fulfill the ‘new 1’ request, the next allocation will begins from the middle of this pair, 
and since we will only collect when the memory will be too full to contain the next allocation, which is a 
cons pair, the collection will only release the cell allocated by the ‘new 1’ request, and since we don’t 
compact the memory, we now have only 19 pairs of two adjacent cell which is not enough to contain the 
entire memory used by the recursion. 
The memory state after the GC, which caused by the recursion, is illustrated in figure 4.1.3. 
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Note the similarity to figure 4.1.1, this just as if we pushed cells 33 to 2 one step up, to cells 31 to 1, thus 
even though cells 33, and 0 are free, they cannot be used since they don’t add up to an adjacent cons pair. 
 
If we will execute a similar set of steps, only that we replace the ‘new 1’ with a ‘cons (1,2)’, we wouldn’t 
end up with an ‘OUT OF HEAP SPACE’ error, this is rather surprising since we actually requested more 
memory than before, only that now we didn’t fragment the memory, i.e. after the collection that caused by 
the second recursion we freed the pair allocated by the ‘cons (1,2)’, and we still have one more pair to 
fulfill the request needed to end the second recursion. 
The memory state after the GC, which caused by the recursion, is illustrated in figure 4.1.4. 
Note the similarity to figure 4.1.1, this just as if we pushed cells 33 to 2 two-step up, to cells 30 to 0, and 
the extra pair we need to complete the recursion is overlapped to cells 33, & 32. Thus we can complete the 
execution; we now have 20 pairs of two adjacent cons pairs. 
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Figure 4.1.1: the heap layout- no collections 
0: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
1: (any-data (list-heap-cell 2))  extending the env: 
2: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))  l is bound to the list () 
3: (any-data (list-heap-cell 4))    
4: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 18)))    
5: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
6: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
7: (any-data (list-heap-cell 8))  extending the env: 
8: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 32)))  l is bound to the list (2) 
9: (any-data (list-heap-cell 10))    
10: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 18)))    
11: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
12: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
13: (any-data (list-heap-cell 14))  extending the env: 
14: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 30)))  l is bound to the list (1,2) 
15: (any-data (list-heap-cell 16))    
16: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 18)))    
17: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
18: (any-data (f))  extending the env: 
19: (any-data (list-heap-cell 20))  F is bound to the closure 
20: (any-data #1((closure (l) (…) (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 18)))))    
21: (any-data (list-heap-cell 22))    
22: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 24)))    
23: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
24: (any-data (l))  extending the env: 
25: (any-data (list-heap-cell 26))  l is bound to the list (1,2) 
26: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 30)))    
27: (any-data (list-heap-cell 28))    
28: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 34)))    
29: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
30: (any-data 1)  list(1,2) 
31: (any-data (list-heap-cell 32))    
32: (any-data 2)    
33: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
34: (any-data (empty-list))  init-env 
35: (any-data (list-heap-cell 36))    
36: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))    
37: (any-data (list-heap-cell 38))    
38: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell -1)))    
39: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))   
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Figure 4.1.2: The heap layout- collection triggered by ‘new 1’ 
0: (unused-data 0 33)  unused cells 
…   
32: (unused-data 0 1)    
33: (any-data 1)  new 1 
34: (any-data (empty-list))  init-environment 
35: (any-data (list-heap-cell 36))    
36: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))    
37: (any-data (list-heap-cell 38))    
38: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell -1)))    
39: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
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Figure 4.1.3: The heap layout- collection triggered by the second recursion call 
0: (unused-data 33 1)    
1: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))  recursive call 
2: (any-data (list-heap-cell 3))  extending the env: 
3: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 17)))  l is bound to the list () 
4: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
5: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
6: (any-data (list-heap-cell 7))  extending the env: 
7: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 31)))  l is bound to the list (2) 
8: (any-data (list-heap-cell 9))    
9: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 17)))    
10: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
11: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
12: (any-data (list-heap-cell 13))  extending the env: 
13: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 29)))  l is bound to the list (1,2) 
14: (any-data (list-heap-cell 15))    
15: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 17)))    
16: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
17: (any-data (f))  extending the env: 
18: (any-data (list-heap-cell 19))  F is bound to the closure 
19: (any-data #1((closure (l) (...) (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 17)))))   
20: (any-data (list-heap-cell 21))    
21: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 23)))    
22: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
23: (any-data (l))  extending the env: 
24: (any-data (list-heap-cell 25))  l is bound to the list (1,2) 
25: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 29)))    
26: (any-data (list-heap-cell 27))    
27: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 34)))    
28: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
29: (any-data 1)  list(1,2) 
30: (any-data (list-heap-cell 31))    
31: (any-data 2)    
32: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
33: (unused-data 0 1)   
34: (any-data (empty-list))  init-env 
35: (any-data (list-heap-cell 36))    
36: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))    
37: (any-data (list-heap-cell 38))    
38: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell -1)))    
39: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
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Figure 4.1.4: The heap layout- collection triggered by the second recursion call (when calling cons (1,2)) 
0: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))  recursive call 
1: (any-data (list-heap-cell 2))  extending the env: 
2: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 16)))  L is bound to the list () 
3: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))  last allocation in cells 33, 32 
4: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
5: (any-data (list-heap-cell 6))  extending the env: 
6: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 30)))  l is bound to the list (2) 
7: (any-data (list-heap-cell 8))    
8: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 16)))    
9: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
10: (any-data (l))  recursive call 
11: (any-data (list-heap-cell 12))  extending the env: 
12: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 28)))  l is bound to the list (1,2) 
13: (any-data (list-heap-cell 14))    
14: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 16)))    
15: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
16: (any-data (f))  extending the env: 
17: (any-data (list-heap-cell 18))  F is bound to the closure 
18: (any-data #1((closure (l) (...) (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 16)))))   
19: (any-data (list-heap-cell 20))    
20: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 22)))    
21: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
22: (any-data (l))  extending the env: 
23: (any-data (list-heap-cell 24))  l is bound to the list (1,2) 
24: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell 28)))    
25: (any-data (list-heap-cell 26))    
26: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell 34)))    
27: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
28: (any-data 1)  list(1,2) 
29: (any-data (list-heap-cell 30))    
30: (any-data 2)    
31: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
32: (any-data (l))  last recursive call allocation 
33: (any-data (list-heap-cell 0))    
34: (any-data (empty-list))  init-env 
35: (any-data (list-heap-cell 36))    
36: (any-data #1((list-heap-cell -1)))    
37: (any-data (list-heap-cell 38))    
38: (any-data (env-heap-cell (list-heap-cell -1)))    
39: (any-data (list-heap-cell -1))    
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4.2 Heap size vs. GC Performance 
We would like to see how the size of the heap influences the GC performance. We first note that the 
performance is mostly depended on the program we execute, e.g. the list-printing recursion, from the 
previous section, needs exactly 40 cells so that less memory would have caused it to fail and more memory 
wouldn’t be used; every cell that is allocated is used for the entire computation, this is true because even 
though some cells aren’t needed when the recursion rolls-back they still aren’t claim since there is no more 
request for allocation that could trigger a collection. 
 
Therefore the list-printing recursion from the previous doesn’t need to be garbage collected at all, it just 
needs exactly 40 cells. We can say that the maximum in-use memory it needs, at each single instance of the 
computation, is equal to the entire memory it needs when not releasing memory at all. 
Thus in order to see the influence of the heap size on the GC performance, we need a program were the 
maximum memory needed, at each single instance of the computation, is smaller than the entire memory it 
needs when not releasing memory at all. 
Such a program, for example, could be a tree-printing recursion; after it prints one branch of the tree it rolls 
back and prints the other branch of the tree, when it does so it allocates more memory, but the memory 
needed for the previous branch is no longer needed thus can be reclaimed and reused.  
 
We will measure the size of the heap influence on the GC performance with the fallowing tree-printing 
recursion (note that the tree is basically made out of lists that are recursively embedded in each other): 
let l = list(1,list(2,3),list(4,5)) in 
letrec f (l) = 
  if equal?(l, empty-list) 
  then 1 else 
  if list? l 
  then  
    begin 
      (f cdr(l)); (f car(l)) 
    end 
  else show l 
in begin 
  (f l) 
end  
 
The total memory cells used by this recursion are 122 cells. We will execute it with heap size raging from 
122 to 72 at resolution of 10, since less than 72 cells will raise an ‘OUT OF HEAP SPACE’ error. 
Note that the minimum heap size is almost half of the total memory cells used by this recursion this is 
stemming from the balanced tree structure, i.e. the minimum memory needed is the memory needed 
recurring down one branch, the total memory needed is the memory needed recurring down both branches, 
that is the entire tree. 
 
In each run we will measure: the total execution time, the total number of collections, the total memory 
collected, and we will compute the average memory released per collection, i.e. (total memory collected 
/total number of collections). 
The results are summaries in figures 4.2.1 – 4.2.4. 
We can see that: 

1. The average memory released per collection is linear to the size of the heap. Thus if we 
presume that the total memory in use is constant, than the remaining un-used memory is 
reclaimed in each collection. Since the heap gets smaller, the remaining memory gets 
smaller, and the average memory released per collection gets smaller linearly. 
 

2. The number of collections is almost constant but as the heap becomes almost the 
minimum size the number of collection increase sharply. This due to the fact that when 
the heap becomes almost the minimum size each collection release a very small amount 
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of memory, this memory is then not enough to complete the computation, and another 
collection is triggered, i.e. the heap become very crowded which cause the execution to 
spend most of its time looking for free memory. 
 

3. One might expect that the total execution time would be linear to the size of the heap, but 
it is not exactly linear, probably because of the mark & sweep collection we use; when 
the heap is large enough to contain all the memory needed than no collections are made 
and the execution time is (almost) minimum. Than when the heap is large but not enough 
to avoid collection the execution time increase since now we must spend time collecting, 
than the heap becomes smaller and smaller but still large enough so that a few collections 
are sufficient, thus the execution time decreases; the sweep phase is now being done on a 
smaller heap. The execution time decreases (almost) to the minimum, and than it 
increases sharply, this due to the large number of collection when the heap becomes very 
small, i.e. the execution spends most of its time collecting. 

 
Even though this is not a complete and extensive research on the behavior of GC performance vs. heap 
size, we can conclude that it does confirm some of the assertion we made in the previous sections and 
observation made by well-known researchers. 

 
Note: figures 4.2.5 – 4.2.8 are result that we got from similar measurements on the fallowing code, and 
included here only to show that the results were not totally accidental, the main difference is that we used 
bigger tree, and larger resolution between the heap sizes. 
 
let l = list(1,list(2,list(3,4),list(4,5)),list(6,list(7,8),list(9,10))) in 
letrec f (l) = 
  if equal?(l, empty-list) 
  then 1 else 
  if list? l 
  then  
    begin 
      (f cdr(l)); (f car(l)) 
    end 
  else show l 
in begin 
  (f l) 
end
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Figure 4.2.1: small list 
Heap size 
(max heap 
cell) 

# of total cells 
released # of collections 

Cells released per 
collection 

Execution time 
(millisecond) 

122 00#DIV/0! 1700
112 601601870
102 421421810

92 421421600
82 482241970
72 605122370

Figure 4.2.2: small list 
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Figure 4.2.3: small list 
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Figure 4.2.4: small list 
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Figure 4.2.5: large list 
 
Figure 4.2.6: large list 
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Figure 4.2.7: large list 
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Figure 4.2.7: large list 
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27500#DIV/0! 2700
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22514411443180
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1251444363900
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5 Conclusions 
This project summaries many of the issues regarding garbage collection and memory management in 
general, it does not deals with multiprocessor garbage collection though.  
I tried to keep this project complete and self contained, thus most of the subjects in this project, especially 
in the first part, are well known and well documented elsewhere; actually, in contrast to what one might 
think, the amount of information on this topic is quite overwhelming. I merely presented a summary of 
these ideas, taken from well-known researchers that are listed in the Reference section. Though this 
summary is probably not complete (but I hope a correct one). 
 
Issues not covered: 

1) Multiprocessor GC. 
2) Real-Time GC. 

 
As I mentioned most of the subjects are already well-documented elsewhere and are summarized through 
this project. Therefore I will concentrate on what I’ve learned form this project. 
The reason I chose this project is that I felt that I have a very limited knowledge about GC and memory 
management in general; I have a few years of programming experience in GC language (mostly TCL, and 
Java), and limited experience in C/C++, and I felt that my knowledge is incomplete: I didn’t fully 
understand how GC works, its implication on the language, and worse: how to manage memory without it! 
 
During the time of this course I did also a course in C, where I wrote a lot of C code, thus I had a chance 
get familiar with manual memory management, it was actually simpler than I thought by obeying the basic 
thumb role: free your own memory, i.e. each module must be responsible for releasing the objects that it 
allocates. 
An interesting example is the implementation of the environment in our interpreter. If we were using 
manual memory language we would have had a serious problem in knowing when to release an 
environment instance since it might be used by more than one module (e.g. 2 closures), it is obvious that 
any solution would be un-modular.  
I had to solve this problem in one of the assignment in the C course where we were asked to implement a 
type checker for a sub-set of C.  
Thanks to this course, I already knew that a type-environment can be used to do the job, and I solved the 
problem of manually-releasing the type-environment by simply copying the type-environment, so that each 
module has it’s own instance, thus the old thumb rule can be obeyed.  
Note that in addition to this solution being much less modular, it also wasted time copying the type-
environment and more memory to contain all the extra copies. Therefore in this case GC could improve 
both the memory and CPU performance. 
 
I also learned that C can be collected efficiently with off-the-self GC’s [Boehm], thus I might never need to 
collect my own garbage, accept for courses in C of course, and that similar algorithms are used to trace 
memory leaks. 
 
As I mentioned in details in the ‘Weak References’ section, I’ve also learned that Weak References can 
improve performance over manual memory management in persistent to non-persistent store interaction.  
 
I’ve learned that: GC is faster than what usually is though to be, it is essential for modular programming, 
and a huge, and interesting topic. 
It seems that GC will soon become the default in most of the languages in-use; when CPUs were expensive 
even a program in C was too slow, therefore programs were written in assembly, when CPUs improved a 
little than programs with GC were to slow, therefore programs were written in C (i.e. with out a GC), but 
today, as CPU become faster and memory becomes cheaper, GC becomes more acceptable and it seems 
that one’s need a good reason not to use a GC. 
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In most cases a program that was developed with a manual management can be easily integrated with a GC, 
in these cases the program should be checked to see if the GC performance is reasonable enough to replace 
the manual management. 
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